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Abstract

We examine career patterns within the industrial, academic, and governmental sectors and their relation to the publication and
patent productivity of scientists and engineers working at university-based research centers in the United States. We hypothesize
that among university scientists, intersectoral changes in jobs throughout the career provide access to new social networks and
scientific and technical human capital, which will result in higher productivity. For this study, the curriculum vitae of 1200
research scientists and engineers were collected and coded. In addition, patent data were collected from the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office. The overarching conclusion from our analysis is that the academic scientists’ and engineers’ research careers
we studied are quite different than characterized in the research productivity literature that is a decade or more old. The wave of
center creation activity that began in the early 1980s and continues today has resulted not only in greater ties between universities
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nd industry, but also markedly different academic careers.
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. Introduction

As universities ramp up to increase their technolog-
cal contributions and their commercial focus, the uni-
ersities’ cultures inevitably change and, indeed, the
ery nature of the university as a social institution may
ndergo change. How do these changes interact with

he career patterns and prerequisites of the scientists
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and engineers who are expected to take the lead in
versities’ technology-based commerce? What are
impacts of industrial “opportunities” or “contamin
tion?” The way we approach these questions is to
amine the career and attributes of university scien
and engineers who presently engage in high leve
patenting and commercial activities, especially th
who have worked in industry as well as in universit
How are they different? The answer to this ques
may tell us much about the potential and the pote
limits of universities’ technology-based commerce
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Thus, a central question of our paper is “during the
course of scientists’ or engineers’ careers, what are the
effects of changes in jobs, especially movement be-
tween universities and industry, on productivity, espe-
cially patenting?” Specifically, we not only test a model
of research productivity, specifically publications and
patent counts, considering the effects of diversity of job
experiences, but also the interactive impacts of grant
awards, early publication, and mentoring opportuni-
ties. In contrast to the existing body of literature, many
of these variables can be affected by the policies of
funding agencies.

Our research uses data from a U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) and National Science Foundation (NSF)
funded project called theResearchValueMappingPro-
gram, which is headquartered at the Georgia Institute
of Technology School of Public Policy. The program
is studying new social and economic approaches to the
valuing of publicly funded research—specifically as
it is carried out in research centers. The data for our
study include the curriculum vitae (CVs) of 1200 re-
search scientists and engineers supported by DOE, the
Department of Defense, and NSF research centers have
been collected and coded. In addition to the CV data,
patent data were collected from the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) database.

Our approach differs from previous approaches in
that it examines the pattern of researchers’ careers over
time and the effect of job changes and other critical
events to the rate of productivity over time. It has its in-
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academic and industry careers where careers are treated
as if they were consistently academic or industrial in
nature.

The theory implies that a diversity of job experiences
will affect collaborative patterns and the exchange of
human capital through the building of a wider variety of
network ties and social capital. This assertion is related
to Granovetter’s (1973)notion that greater benefits ac-
crue to those who are able to tap “weak ties” (e.g., a
friend of friend) due to exploitation of human and so-
cial capital that is non-redundant with one’s one web
of human and social capital endowments1.

2. Science and engineering careers and
innovation: relevant literature

Studies of the careers of scientists originally grew
out of questions as to why there seemed to be such a
skewed distribution of research productivity across the
population of academic scientists. As early as 1928, Al-
fred Lotka observed that a small minority of the popu-
lation of scientists produces the vast share of published
scientific work. But what explains the fact that many re-
searchers have few publications over the lifetime, while
others produce as many as 600 or more? For years,
researchers in sociology, psychology, economics, and
other disciplines have tried to explain why.

Two literatures, separate to a surprising degree, pro-
vide a background for thinking about the impacts of
u ni-
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ellectual roots in a scientific and technical human c
tal (S&T human capital) theory (Bozeman and Corle
004; Bozeman et al., 2001) of knowledge generatio

hat suggests that human and social capital buildin
eriences over time affect the formation and patter
cientific careers, and these opportunities intersec
ct in synergistic ways to affect long-term produc

ty. In brief, we find considerable intersectoral divers
ithin the careers scientists and engineers workin
cience and engineering research centers. And,
igher publication productivity seems to be associ
ith more “traditional” academic careers, patent p
uctivity seems to be associated with less traditio
ore industry oriented careers even though a sub

ial fraction of those who have worked in industry c
inue to patent in while in academia. In addition,
rgue that there is potential policy benefit in remov
rtificial boundaries set up in the extant literature
niversity scientists’ and engineers’ (hereafter, “u
ersity scientists”) careers on institutional capacity
nnovation and individual capacity for productivi
he management of innovation literature, anchore
conomics and the business disciplines, has a lon

ory of relevant studies of careers, typically focus
n industrial scientists. The study of productivity
hiefly been in the purview of either economics,
using on human capital productivity, and sociolo
ocusing on the output of knowledge-based produ

.1. Industrial careers and management of
nnovation

Traditionally, studies of scientific and technical
eers have taken a single sector focus, either on

1 See alsoBurt, 1992, 1997a, 1997b.
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industrial track or the academic track exclusively,
mostly due to divergent interests in industrial man-
agement of innovation versus the sociological nature
of academic science. Studies of academic researchers
(e.g.,Keith and Babchuk, 1998)—having their roots in
the sociology of science—have focused principally on
the publication productivity of scientists and promotion
in job rank. On the other hand, studies of industrial sci-
entific and technical careers have their historic roots in
the discipline of management and the management of
innovation. They tend to focus on engineers (Goldberg
and Shenhav, 1984; Allen and Katz, 1992), on the dual
career ladder (Shepard, 1958; Allen and Katz, 1986;
Gunz, 1980, 1989), on gatekeeping behavior (Turpin
and Deville, 1995), innovation (Fusfeld, 1986; Burns,
1994; Rosenberg and Nelson, 1994; Mowery, 1998),
technological obsolescence (Dalton and Thompson,
1971; Pazy, 1990; Bartel and Sicherman, 1993; Mc-
Cormick, 1995), and the management of technical per-
sonnel (e.g.,Turpin and Deville, 1995; Debackere et
al., 1997; Bowden, 1997).

In reality, however, many researchers change
jobs between academia, industry, and government—
sometimes changing sectors multiple times or work-
ing in multiple settings simultaneously. In the market
context, economists often label this flow of knowl-
edge from one firm to another “knowledge spillovers”
(Jaffe, 1989; Griliches, 1992; Jaffe et al., 1993). In
neoclassical economic thought, spillovers are consid-
ered to be inefficient to the operation of the market
s tur-
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they did not address social capital directly, their study
provides one of the few studies (for a focus on tech-
nology transfer offices and productivity see alsoSiegel
et al. (2003)) seeking to relate research collaborations
in the industrial setting with academic productivity.
They concluded that collaborative research in any form
(between academic researchers and other academic
researchers or between academic researchers and re-
searchers in government and industry) “may indeed
increase” the academic researcher’s productivity. They
also found, however, that collaboration between aca-
demic and industry personnel had “significantly more
impact” on productivity on the part of the academic re-
searcher than did collaborations with other academics
or government personnel. However, their findings need
to be approached with some caution because their re-
search is based on a survey questionnaire of academic
researchers affiliated with universities only in Québec.
The survey also suffered from a very low response rate
(17 percent).

Zucker et al. (1998)examined geographically lo-
calized knowledge spillovers that occurred when super-
star biotechnology researchers were affiliated both with
universities and with firms. Through co-authorship pat-
terns, they examined several types of social capital
bonds between academic superstar researchers and sci-
entists in local biotechnology firms, including collabo-
rations (where there is no formal link between the two)
and affiliations (where the superstars took on formal po-
sitions within the firm). What they found suggests this
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ince creators of knowledge have difficulty cap
ng and containing its benefits. Yet, from a kno
dge generation viewpoint, they can be viewed
ften efficacious. The human and social capital

researcher takes from one job to another
erhaps from one job sector to another) may
ide critical and ongoing knowledge inputs into n
roblems. The flow of people from one organi

ion to another (such as from industry-to-acade
nd vice versa) is arguably key in the process
nowledge transfer, the diffusion of knowledge acr
rganizations (Rogers, 1995), and the creation an
aintenance of diverse knowledge networks ove

areer.
Yet there are even fewer empirical studies ex

ning collaborative research between industrial
cademic scientists and engineers. The most cl
elated in this regard isLandry et al. (1996). Although
ixing of S&T human capital may have very real e
omic returns. Five articles co-authored between
cademic superstars in conjunction with firm scien
orresponded to 5 more products in development
ore products on the market, and 860 more emplo

or the biotech firms. What role the social capital bo
nd the nature of those bonds played in the incre
utput remains a matter for conjecture.

.2. Academic careers and productivity

The lineage on academic research productivity
ins principally in the 1950s with the notable work
erton (1957, 1961, 1968)to explain the social stra

fication of science as a sociological community,
ith Roe (1956, 1973)to explain the psychology of em

nent scholars. But, it was not until the late 1960s
970s that academic productivity research blosso
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with the works ofPrice (1963), the Coles (1967, 1970,
1973, 1979), Crane (1965, 1969, 1970, 1972), Alli-
son (Allison and Stewart, 1974; Allison et al., 1982;
Allison and Long, 1987, 1990), and a host of oth-
ers (Clemente, 1973; Faia, 1975; Reskin, 1977, 1978;
Friedkin, 1978; Diamond, 1984, 1986). These scholars
effectively set the agenda and the intellectual milieu for
what was to follow. Some of these scholars were more
concerned with the reward and recognition system of
science, some with social structure and stratification,
some with the distribution of resources and support,
and others with more internally driven, innately defined
factors.

Sociologists of science have long focused on
scientific productivity in their studies of the sociologi-
cal structures of science (Merton, 1961). These studies
dealt with how science is organized as a sociological
entity, not about how scientists and engineers pro-
duce and make use of knowledge. They had a pro-
found and lasting effect on how careers in science are
conceived of today. Their inadvertent effect, however,
was to mark “science” as a province of the academic
enterprise within its cultural norms (Merton, 1957,
1961) governing the creation, recognition, and shar-
ing of knowledge. Industry, or industrial jobs within a
largely academic career, was not considered in these
studies.

Much of the scholarly work on academic produc-
tivity reflects these norms by placing social factors in
the background, favoring instead measures of institu-
t
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land, 1996; NAS, 1999), and social network ties (e.g.,
Mullins, 1968; Granovetter, 1973; Burt, 1992, 1997a,
1997b; Rappa and Debackere, 1992; Hummon and Car-
ley, 1993; Debackere and Rappa, 1994; Constant et
al., 1996), to name some of the more prominent ap-
proaches. But especially relevant to our concern are the
more integrative approaches that have been developed
in the past decade or so.

Stephan and Levin (1992)attempted to integrate the
work of several research traditions by pointing to a
utility-based view of scientific productivity where sci-
entists pursue the extrinsic rewards of recognition and
prestige among peers but also the intrinsic rewards of
puzzle solving. They proposed three major motivators
to productivity that interact with age over scientists’ ca-
reers: the puzzle (intrinsic pleasure), the ribbon (recog-
nition), and the gold (rewards). They argued that three
broad areas constitute something of a self-governing
incentive system for scientists to behave in socially
beneficial ways. Scientists continue investing in their
own productivity until a point in the life course where
further investments are unlikely to show “profitable”
returns.

More recently, there has been growing recognition
in policy circles of a need to place more research em-
phasis on the socially-embedded nature of knowledge
production (e.g.,Callon et al., 1991; Callon and Law,
1989; Callon, 1992; Courtial et al., 1994; Kostoff et al.,
1994; Cozzens et al., 1994; Sarewitz, 1996; Katz and
Martin, 1997; Caracostas and Muldur, 1998; Bozeman
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ional and personal prestige, for example (Cole and
ole, 1967; Cole, 1970; Crane, 1970; Reskin, 19
ong, 1978; Long et al., 1979). Most of these mod
ls are essentially elite models that posit that scien
apital accrues disproportionately to those born of
nstitutions with access to early advantages.

.3. Integrative approaches

The research on scholarly productivity has p
eeded along several quite different themes, lar
ased on assumptions about determinants of pro

ivity. Thus, there are well developed literatures on
xample, effects of prestige (e.g.,Crane, 1965; Col
nd Cole, 1967; Long et al., 1993), life cycle (e.g.
evin and Stephan, 1989, 1991; Elder and Pava
993; Elder, 1994), educational endowments (e.
ong and McGinnis, 1985; Nordhaug, 1993; Swe
nd Corley, 2004). In fact, as knowledge and inform
ion become more central to the functioning of the ec
my, they become more central to societal and s
ell-being and, thus, to policy. It could be argued
olicymakers, in awarding grants for scientific resea
rojects, should liken the process to putting bulb

he ground—bulbs that grow scientific capacity o
he long term even if they do not outwardly flour
n the immediate term. By favoring capacity—in
orm principally of the generation of human and so
apital—policymakers could be emphasizing pol
elevant variables that encompass not just knowle
utputs, economic outputs, or social outputs, bu

hree (Dietz, 2000). Arguably, then, public R&D eva
ation should center not wholly on economic va
r even improvements in state-of-the-art, but on
rowth of capacity and S&T human capital (Bozeman
nd Rogers, 2002).
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The S&T human capital approach to scientific pro-
ductivity builds most prominently on the intellectual
tradition of Crane’s (1969, 1972)social network ap-
proach and others (e.g.,Price and Beaver, 1966) in
the collaborative view of scientific productivity over
the life course (Elder, 1994). The S&T human capital
perspective puts more weight on the human and so-
cial assets or endowments that scientists bring to their
work than do previous models. Some are obvious like
the formal assets, such as educational credentials and
grant awards, that scientists and engineers accumulate.
Other assets are more subtle, less formal, but perhaps
even more important. Each scientist and engineer can
be thought of as a unique embodiment of “S&T human
capital”—a walking set of knowledge, skills, technical
know-how, and, just as important, a set of sustained net-
work communications, often dense in pattern and inter-
national in scope (Dietz et al., 2000). In previous work
(Dietz, 2000; Bozeman et al., 2001), we outlined an
S&T human capital model as an alternative model for
research evaluation, originating in response to the lim-
itations of traditional economic, peer assessment, and
case study approaches. S&T human capital includes not
only the researcher’s human capital (Becker, 1962), but
also the social capital he or she draws upon in creating
knowledge and interacting in various social and profes-
sional contexts. It includes not just the educational cre-
dentials normally recognized in traditional human cap-
ital models (Becker, 1962, 1964; Schultz, 1963, 1971)
but the researchers’ tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1967,
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3. Research questions and hypotheses

Our primary research question is “what effects
do job transformations2 and career patterns have on
productivity (as measured in publication and patent
counts) over the career life cycle?” The central hy-
pothesis to be tested—the “diversity” hypothesis—is
derived from human and social capital theory:

DiversityHypothesis:“Among university scientists, in-
tersectoral changes in jobs throughout the career will
provide access to new social networks, resulting in
higher productivity, as measured in publications and
patents.”

The diversity hypothesis is taken from S&T human
capital theory (Bozeman et al., 2001; Bozeman and
Corley, 2004). The reasoning is straightforward. With
more diversity in work experience, the scientist or en-
gineer will develop stronger network ties, leading to
increased S&T human capital, which, in turn, provides
enhanced skills and access to knowledge gatekeepers.
There is some suggestive empirical support.Lee and
Bozeman (in press)found that job diversity was asso-
ciated with increased collaboration and that collabora-
tion led to greater productivity. However, the research
literature (e.g.,Reskin, 1977; Long, 1978; Long et al.,
1979) provides somewhat more support for the rival
hypothesis, that university researchers who remain in
a university setting will, over a career span, be more
p
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969), craft knowledge, and know-how. And, essen
o the effective exploitation of all of these human c
tal endowments is the social capital (Bourdieu, 1986
ourdieu and Wacquant, 1992; Coleman, 1988, 1
utnam, 1993; Burt, 1997a, 1997b) that scientists con

inually exercise in engaging their interests. These
owments not only make the study of scientists’
ngineers’ career trajectories more difficult than o
rofessionals (e.g., less amenable to standard
odels) but also more nuanced and challenging.
ovement of, and constant reshaping of S&T hu

apital is, arguably, a vital element of scientific d
overy, technological innovation, and even econo
evelopment. As of yet, few studies have attem

o apply the concept of social capital to scientific
earch, some exceptions beingWalker et al. (1997),
abbay and Zuckerman (1998), Nahapiet and Ghosh

1998), Bozeman et al. (2001)andDietz (2000).
roductive.
We refer to the rival to the diversity hypothesis as

homogeny,” a term borrowed from biology mean
correspondence in form or structure.”

omogeny Hypothesis:“Among university scientist
nd engineers, a ‘traditional’ career path, define
pending one’s entire post-Ph.D. career in univers
ill yield higher productivity.”

By this hypothesis, scientists and engineers who
ibit a career pattern of relatively uninterrupted

2 The word “transformations” has been used here rather
changes” in order to remind the reader that some jobs are held
urrently. The word “changes” suggests that one has left a pr
osition to take on a new position. Transformations means a ne
ither held singly or concurrently with other jobs.
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sequences in academia will have higher publication
productivity than those who do not, chiefly because of
differences in job incentives among academia, industry,
and government. It is well known that academia gener-
ally has stronger priorities for publishing productivity.
However, following a non-traditional career path (i.e., a
larger proportion of time spent in industry and govern-
ment jobs) may result in lower overall productivity, but
higher patent productivity for those with higher levels
of career time in industrial jobs.

Two ancillary hypotheses are also considered here:
an “education and training” hypothesis and a “precoc-
ity” hypothesis. These are stated as follows:

Education and Training Hypothesis:“Early career
experiences through graduate assistantships and post-
doctoral research experiences will result in higher
productivity.” The presumption is that these early expe-
riences will provide opportunities to build S&T human
capital.

Precocity Hypothesis:“Scientists and engineers who
demonstrate early productivity by publishing before the
doctorate will exhibit higher career productivity over-
all.” The presumption is that such individuals may have
greater innate talent or higher quality graduate training.
This hypothesis flows from theory and research on ac-
cumulative advantages.
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intellectual property, and as industry continues to invest
more money in academic research (from 3.8 percent of
the total in 1980 to 6.9 percent in 2000 (NSB, 2002;
Appendix 4-07)), this issue takes on greater policy rel-
evance

The data sources and analyses used in this study
are unique. Few studies have examined aggregate CV
data (Bonzi, 1992; Dietz et al., 2000; Gaughan and
Bozeman, 2002; Lee and Bozeman, in press) and this
is the first to incorporate patent data in the analysis of
CV data.

4.2. Constructs and variables

4.2.1. Diversity of career pattern
The effect of the diversity of career pattern on pro-

ductivity is measured by the following variables: the
proportion of the scholar’s career spent in industry and
governmental jobs, the first job (industry or govern-
ment) after the doctorate, and a dummy variable for
those who have had at least one job in all three sectors
(named “the triple helix”).

4.2.2. Homogeny of career pattern
A variable “homogeny” was created to index the ex-

tent to which a career pattern more or less conforms
to the norm. The data set included 5490 job trans-
formations. All of these were examined and condi-
tional probabilities were constructed for all possible
job transformations. For example, of all respondents
w cies
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.1. The data

As mentioned briefly above, our data include
urriculum vitae of 1200 research scientists and e
eers supported by DOE, the Department of Defe
nd NSF research centers. For each respondent,
ata were collected from the U.S. Patent and Tr
ark Office database.
Ours is not a general sample of university scien

nd engineers, but rather academic faculty who ar
liated with research centers that were designed to
ndustrial ties. The sample includes sufficient num
f persons with diverse job sector experience to pe

he testing of a job transition model. As universi
ake on more of the characteristics of the private
or, when it comes to the management and diffusio
t

ho held job type A, what are the relative frequen
ith which they proceeded to job type B or C or
tc.? For each respondent a string of career condit
robabilities was constructed, summed, and divide

he total number of jobs that respondent had held
he career. The result is a variable that measures
ar from the norm a respondents career pattern is.
ariable has a possible range of 0–100. In practice
ange of this variable was 0.35–72.47 with a mea
4.47 and a standard deviation of 18.10. Individ
ith higher values indicate more “typical” the car
atterns.

.2.3. Education and training and precocity
The education and training and precocity hypo

es are relatively straightforward in terms of variab
nd measurement. Under the education and tra
ypothesis those individuals who have had a grad
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assistantship and/or postdoctoral position are expected
to have higher overall career productivity than those
who have not. Likewise, those who publish the year of
the doctorate or earlier are also expected to have higher
overall career productivity.

4.3. Analytical approaches

With respect to analytical approach, the research
uses descriptive statistics, Tobit models, and Poisson
models, which are appropriate due to the skewness and
censoring of productivity data.

The basic statistical models to be estimated are as
follows:

Y = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3 + β4X4 + β5X5

+β6X6 + β7X7 + β8X8 + β9X9 + β10X10

+β11X11 + β12X12 + β13X13 + β14X14

+β15X15 + β16X16 + β17X17 + β18X18

+β19X19 + β20X20 + β21X21 + β22X22

+βVXV + ε

where,

X1 = job homogeny (index of career pattern confor-
mity);
X2 = precocity (cumulative number of publications at
the doctorate year);

;

ee

es,

X19 = doctorate in biological science? (1 = Yes,
0 = No);
X20 = doctoral field in computer science;
X21 = doctoral field in engineering;
X22 = doctorate field in physical sciences;
XV = a vector of dummy variables for each research
center;
Y= either the patent rate (number of patents per ca-
reer year) or the publication rate (number of pub-
lications per career year starting the year after the
doctorate).

5. Findings

The findings are presented in three sections, first
descriptive analysis, then the Tobit models and, finally,
the Poisson models.

5.1. Descriptive results for job transformations

Table 1 gives the descriptive information for the
5490 job transformations made by the scientists and
engineers over the course of their careers (end-
ing when RVM data were collected in 2000). The
average is approximately 5.7 transformations per
respondent.

The majority of transitions are academic-to-
academic; these accounted for 62.5 percent of all
job transformations. Academic-to-industry job trans-
f ns-
f ions
r For
a the
l n
a 07,
a 04.
T fol-
l ing
p

ted
f try-
t 8.1
p -to-
g 1.6
p -to-
a rcent
o try
X3 = had graduate assistantship (1 = Yes, 0 = No)
X4 = held postdoctoral position (1 = Yes, 0 = No);
X5 = triple helix (had one or more jobs in all thr
sectors);
X6 = first job was industry job? (1 = Yes, 0 = No);
X7 = first job was government job;
X8 = years in industry jobs/total job years;
X9 = years in government jobs/total job years;
X10 = total grants/career length;
X11 = industry grants/total grants;
X12 = federal grants/total grants;
X13 = years in all jobs/career length;
X14 = square of above job variable;
X15 = doctorate granted before 1972? (1 = Y
0 = No);
X16 = doctorate granted 1972–1980;
X17 = doctorate granted 1981–1987;
X18 = doctorate granted 1988–1993;
ormations accounted for 4.8 percent of all job tra
ormations. Academic-to-government transformat
epresented 2.9 percent of all transformations.
ny given researcher in an academic position,

ikelihood that the following position will be i
cademia is 0.85, that it will be in industry is 0.
nd that the position will be in government is 0.
he remaining 0.04 represents the frequency of

owing an academic position within a consult
osition.

Industry-to-industry job transformations accoun
or 4.5 percent of all job transformations. Indus
o-academic job transformations accounted for
ercent of all job transformations. Government
overnment job transformations accounted for
ercent of all job transformations. Government
cademic job transformations accounted for 3.8 pe
f all job transformations. Government-to-indus
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Table 1
Job transformations across and within sectors (frequencies)

From job (job sector) To job

Academic Industry Government Consulting Medical Totals

Academic 3429 265 158 163 14 4029
Industry 447 249 39 26 2 763
Government 211 53 86 10 1 361
Consulting 150 16 5 105 0 276
Medical 28 3 2 0 28 61

Total

4265 586 290 304 45 5490

transformations represented just 1 percent of all
transformations.

5.2. Tobit model results

The basic statistical model estimated in our Tobit
model is described above. We present results in terms
of, first, publication productivity and, then, patent pro-
ductivity.

5.3. Publication productivity

Several factors are associated with higher publica-
tion productivity as seen inTable 2. First, publication
precocity and career homogeny were associated with
higher publication rates. For each paper published by
the year of the doctorate, the publication rate after the
doctorate increased by 0.12, holding all else constant.3

The effect of career homogeny on publication rate is
low (i.e., the coefficient is 0.05), suggesting a slightly
positive association between career pattern homogeny
and publication productivity.

Among the variables that had statistically sig-
nificant coefficient estimates, the strongest effects
were field differences (with physical and mathemati-
cal scientists and engineers having higher publication
productivity),4 cohort differences (where earlier Ph.D.
age cohorts exhibited higher productivity than the most
recent cohort possibly due to the fact that larger pro-
portion of their peak productivity years was captured

oeffi-
c

cific
fi

in the dataset), and center affiliation differences (where
the scientists and engineers in some centers tended to
be more productive than in other centers). Precocity
and homogeny both had a weak, positive, relationship
with publication rates (Table 3).

The coefficients on the education variables were nei-
ther statistically significant, nor were the coefficients on
the variables associated with diversity of job patterns
or grant patterns. Finally, the overall model was statis-
tically significant (Wald Chi-square statistic of 179 and
P-value of 0.00).

5.4. Patent productivity

Patent productivity seems to be affected by the pro-
portion of total job years spent in industry, and by field
and cohort differences. The coefficient estimate on pre-
cocity was positive but small. For each paper published
by the year of the doctorate the patent rate increased
by 0.02, holding all else constant (seeTable 4).

The proportion of job years spent in industry had a
strong positive relationship to patent productivity. As
the number of years a researcher spent in industry as
a proportion of his or her total career years increased
by one percent, the model estimates that the average
number of patents per year increases by 0.83, holding
all else constant.

Those who earned their doctorates before 1980 seem
to patent at higher rates than more recent cohorts. Like
p that
s have
e eas
t ched
t

3 Unless specified, all results discussed yielded variable c
ients withP-values of 0.05 or below.
4 SeeTable 3for publication and patent rate means for spe
elds.
ublication rate, this may be due to the likelihood
cientists and engineers in earlier Ph.D. cohorts
xperienced their prime productivity years wher
hose in more recent cohorts may not yet have rea
heir productivity peak.
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Table 2
Tobit model of publication rate (number of publications after the year of the doctorate as a proportion of career length in years)

Independent variables Estimated
coefficients

Standard
error

Asymptotic
T-ratio

P-value Normalized
coefficient

Career homogeny indexa 0.049 0.005 3.522 * 0.000 0.017
Precocityb 0.120 0.008 5.270 * 0.000 0.042
Held postdoctoral positionc −0.309 0.085 −1.265 0.206 −0.107
Triple helixd 0.277 0.109 0.877 0.380 0.096
First job was industry jobc −0.038 0.097 −0.134 0.894 −0.013
First job was government jobc −0.548 0.130 −1.464 0.143 −0.190
Years in industry jobs/total job years −0.640 0.231 −0.960 0.337 −0.222
Years in government jobs/total job years 1.154 0.328 1.220 0.222 0.400
Number of job institutions/career length −1.333 0.265 −1.747 0.081 −0.462
Square of above job variable 0.051 0.088 0.200 0.842 0.018
Total grants/career length 0.138 0.043 1.110 0.267 0.048
Industry grants/total grants 0.170 0.304 0.194 0.846 0.059
Federal grants/total grants 0.664 0.130 1.776 0.076 0.230
Doctorate granted before 1972c 1.842 0.135 4.723 * 0.000 0.638
Doctorate granted 1981–1987c 1.537 0.127 4.182 * 0.000 0.533
Doctorate granted 1972–1980c 2.096 0.131 5.559 * 0.000 0.727
Doctorate granted 1988–1993c 0.909 0.109 2.885 * 0.004 0.315
Doctorate in biologyc 0.013 0.164 0.027 0.979 0.004
Doctorate in computer sciencec 0.543 0.213 0.886 0.376 0.188
Doctorate in engineeringc 1.037 0.134 2.681 * 0.007 0.359
Doctorate in physical sciencesc 1.380 0.143 3.336 * 0.001 0.478
Constant 0.038 0.225 0.059 0.100 0.013

Wald chi-square statistic = 179.38 with 21 d.f.,P-value = 0.00. Findings about coefficients for individual Center effects are available from the
authors (these findings are not included here due to space constraints, but these coefficients have affected the results reported here).

a Homogeny is an index of career patterns over time. It is the sum of conditional job probabilities of moving from one job to another corrected
for total number of jobs. A high value means the career path is tending toward a common one. A low value means that few others in the data set
made such job transformations.

b Precocity is the number of publications during or before the year the doctorate was granted.
c This is a dummy variable where 1 = Yes and 0 = No.
d Triple helix is a dummy variable taking on the value of 1 when the respondent has had at least one job in all three sectors (academia, industry,

and government) otherwise the value is 0.
∗ IndicatesP-value < 0.05.

Unlike the model of publication rate, career ho-
mogeny did not have a statistically significant relation-
ship with patent productivity and the coefficient is 0.

In summary, among the variables that had statis-
tically significant coefficient estimates, the strongest
effects were field differences (in particular, physical
and mathematical scientists and engineers had higher
patent rates), cohort differences (where earlier Ph.D.
age cohorts exhibited higher productivity), and cen-
ter affiliation differences (where the scientists and en-
gineers in some centers tended to be more or less
productive than in other centers). Unlike publication
productivity, patent productivity seems to be positively
related to the proportion of total job years spent in in-
dustry. In general, it appears that chemists, electrical

engineers, chemical engineers, and physicist had the
highest patent rates. Among engineers, civil engineers
have lower patent rates. Among scientists, biologists
appear to have lower patent rates (seeTable 3).

Higher levels of funding from industry sources
tended to have a strong positive association with higher
overall patent rate (P< 0.10). Like the model of pub-
lication rate, precocity had weak positive effects on
patent rates. However, unlike publication rate, the co-
efficient on career homogeny was not statistically sig-
nificant.

Finally, the overall model was statistically signifi-
cant (Wald Chi-Square statistic of 110 andP-value of
0.00). The squared correlation between the observed
and expected values of the dependent variable was 0.20.
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Table 3
Mean publication and patent rate, by disciplinary fields

Disciplinary field Number of
respondents

Mean publication rate Mean patent rate

Agricultural sciences 11 2.913 0.040

Biology
Physiology/pharmacology 13 4.153 0.024
General biology 50 2.859 0.023
Cell/molecular biology 5 4.082 0.020
Genetics 3 3.522 0.033

Business 9 1.848 0.000
Social sciences/humanities 24 3.063 0.002
Computer sciences 44 3.999 0.121

Engineering
Aerospace engineering 9 2.088 0.030
Bioengineering 7 4.592 0.252
Chemical engineering 68 4.387 0.195
Civil engineering 38 2.964 0.019
Electrical/electrical engineering and computer science 153 4.197 0.267
General engineering 9 3.547 0.035
Environmental engineering 9 2.591 0.021
Industrial engineering 23 2.441 0.006
Materials engineering 38 5.135 0.170
Mechanical engineering 54 3.840 0.137
Engineering, other 40 2.756 0.116

Medicine/health sciences 22 5.497 0.041
Mathematical sciences 18 2.714 0.008

Physical sciences
Physics 101 4.590 0.180
Geosciences 10 1.965 0.000
Astronomy/astrophysics 6 6.458 0.013
Chemistry 85 4.793 0.278
Physical sciences, other 43 5.099 0.118

Psychology 21 3.946 0.016

5.5. The Poisson model of patent rate

As seen inTable 5, there were seven variables
for which the coefficient estimates were statistically
significant—precocity, the number of years working
in industry jobs as a proportion of total job years,
the number of industry grants as a proportion of to-
tal grants, a doctorate granted between 1972 and 1980,
a doctorate in the physical and mathematical sciences,
a doctorate in engineering, and a doctorate in com-
puter science. All signs on these variable coefficients
are positive; each is associated with higher patent
rates.

Among the strongest statistically significant rela-
tionships to patent productivity rate is the number of

job years the researcher worked in industry as a pro-
portion of total job years. The model estimates that
increasing this proportion by 1 percent increases the
patent rate by a factor of 5.8, holding all else constant.
Similarly, increasing the number of industry grants as
a proportion of all grants by 1 percent increases the
patent rate by a factor of 3.7.

The finding that the proportion of total job years
spent working in industry jobs is associated with an
increase in the patent rate is particularly noteworthy
when we consider that starting one’s career in industry
may be detrimental to patent productivity. One pos-
sibility is that there are selection effects operating in
one’s starting a career in industry (e.g., unable to find
a suitable academic job) but that movement back and
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Table 4
Tobit model of patent rate (number of patents as a proportion of career length in years)

Independent variables Estimated
coefficient

Standard
error

Asymptotic
T-ratio

P-value Normalized
coefficient

Career homogeny indexa −0.001 0.006 −0.270 0.787 −0.002
Precocityb 0.016 0.009 2.917 0.004* 0.027
Held postdoctoral positionc −0.056 0.104 −0.900 0.368 −0.094
Triple helixd 0.055 0.131 0.704 0.482 0.092
First job was industry jobc −0.011 0.115 −0.165 0.869 −0.019
First job was government jobc −0.104 0.163 −1.079 0.281 −0.175
Years in industry jobs/total job years 0.828 0.268 5.188 0.000* 1.390
Years in government jobs/total job years −0.242 0.439 −0.924 0.356 −0.406
Number of job institutions/career length −0.184 0.350 −0.883 0.378 −0.309
Square of above job variable 0.043 0.118 0.609 0.543 0.072
Total grants/career length −0.006 0.072 −0.140 0.889 −0.010
Industry grants/total grants 0.415 0.379 1.837 0.066 0.696
Federal grants/total grants −0.060 0.173 −0.585 0.559 −0.101
Doctorate granted before 1972c 0.306 0.168 3.068 0.002* 0.514
Doctorate granted 1972–1980c 0.327 0.163 3.362 0.001* 0.549
Doctorate granted 1981–1987c 0.166 0.158 1.757 0.079 0.278
Doctorate granted 1988–1993c 0.037 0.143 0.431 0.667 0.061
Doctorate in biologyc 0.305 0.230 2.229 0.026* 0.512
Doctorate in computer sciencec 0.457 0.283 2.712 0.007* 0.767
Doctorate in engineeringc 0.525 0.192 4.581 0.000* 0.881
Doctorate in physical sciencesc 0.527 0.201 4.405 0.000* 0.885
Constant −0.900 0.302 −4.996 0.000* −1.511

Wald chi-square statistic = 110.99 with 21 d.f.,P-value = 0.00. Findings about coefficients for individual Center effects are available from the
authors (these findings are not included here due to space constraints, but these coefficients have affected the results reported here).

a Homogeny is an index of career patterns over time. It is the sum of conditional job probabilities of moving from one job to another corrected
for total number of jobs. A high value means the career path is tending toward a common one. A low value means that few others in the data set
made such job transformations.

b Precocity is the number of publications during or before the year the doctorate was granted.
c This is a dummy variable where 1 = Yes and 0 = No.
d Triple helix is a dummy variable taking on the value of 1 when the respondent has had at least one job in all three sectors (academia, industry,

and government) otherwise the value is 0.
∗ IndicatesP-value < 0.05.

forth between industries represents a completely dif-
ferent phenomenon, perhaps indicting attractiveness to
multiple sectors.

5.6. Productivity changes in job transformations
to and from industry

To test the assertion that intersectoral changes in
jobs affect overall productivity, all of the transforma-
tions from academic-to-industrial jobs and vice versa
were identified and the mean number of publications
was calculated for the 5 years before and after the trans-
formation. These means were then summed and aver-
aged over all job transformations made by all scien-
tists and engineers between academia-to-industry. As

seen inTable 6, the mean number of publications for
the 5-year period preceding a job transformationfrom
industry-to-academia(for all scientists and engineers
who made this transition) was 1.5 publications per
year. For the 5-year period after the transformational
move to academia, the mean was 2.6 publications—a
1.1 increase in the mean number (and a statistically
significant difference at the 0.05 level). Thus, the
average productivity of scientists and engineers in-
creased after a job transformation from industry-to-
academia.

A similar analysis was performed for all job trans-
formations made by the scientists and engineersfrom
academia-to-industry. For the 5-year period preceding
the move, the mean number of publications overall was
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Table 5
Poisson model of patent rate (patent count divided by career length in years)

Independent variables Estimated
coefficient

Standard
error

T-ratio P-value Standardized
coefficient

Experimental
coefficient

Career homogeny indexa −0.002 0.013 −0.144 0.886 −0.038 0.998
Precocityb 0.037 0.015 2.448 0.014* 0.447 1.038
Held postdoctoral positionc −0.160 0.228 −0.704 0.481 −0.190 0.852
Triple helixd −0.199 0.293 −0.680 0.496 −0.182 0.819
First job was industry job?c −0.093 0.236 −0.395 0.693 −0.112 0.911
First job was government jobc −0.167 0.372 −0.449 0.653 −0.152 0.846
Years in industry jobs/total job years 1.759 0.433 4.066 0.000* 0.893 5.808
Years in government jobs/total job years −0.679 1.110 −0.612 0.541 −0.234 0.507
Number of job institutions/career length 0.259 0.694 0.373 0.709 0.266 1.295
Square of above job variable −0.066 0.241 −0.273 0.785 −0.188 0.936
Total grants/career length 0.003 0.126 0.023 0.982 0.007 1.003
Industry grants/total grants 1.311 0.593 2.211 0.027* 0.429 3.708
Federal grants/total grants −0.702 0.442 −1.587 0.113 −0.548 0.496
Doctorate granted before 1972c 0.318 0.363 0.877 0.380 0.326 1.374
Doctorate granted 1972–1980c 0.677 0.344 1.970 0.049* 0.682 1.968
Doctorate granted 1981–1987c 0.271 0.350 0.775 0.438 0.258 1.312
Doctorate granted 1988–1993c 0.133 0.311 0.428 0.669 0.142 1.142
Doctorate in biologyc 0.852 0.742 1.148 0.251 0.675 2.344
Doctorate in computer sciencec 1.514 0.736 2.057 0.040* 0.821 4.546
Doctorate in engineeringc 1.768 0.603 2.933 0.003* 2.277 5.860
Doctorate in physical sciencesc 1.758 0.608 2.893 0.004* 2.050 5.800
Constant −4.118 0.715 −5.756 0.000* 0.000 0.016

Wald chi-square statistic = 112.68 with 21 d.f.,P-value = 0.00. Findings about coefficients for individual Center effects are available from the
authors (these findings are not included here due to space constraints, but these coefficients have affected the results reported here).

a Homogeny is an index of career patterns over time. It is the sum of conditional job probabilities of moving from one job to another corrected
for total number of jobs. A high value means the career path is tending toward a common one. A low value means that few others in the data set
made such job transformations.

b Precocity is the number of publications during or before the year the doctorate was granted.
c This is a dummy variable where 1 = Yes and 0 = No.
d Triple helix is a dummy variable taking on the value of 1 when the respondent has had at least one job in all three sectors (academia, industry,

and government) otherwise the value is 0.
∗ IndicatesP-value < 0.05

1.8; for the 5-year time interval following the transfor-
mational move to industry, the mean was 2.6—an in-
crease of 0.8 publications per year (also a statistically
significant difference). Thus, the mean number of pub-

Table 6
Mean number of publications for 5 years before and after a job trans-
formation from and to industry (standard deviation, 95% Confidence
intervals)

From industry Mean S.D. Confidence intervals

Mean before 1.50 2.84 (1.23, 1.77)
Mean after 2.60 3.55 (2.27, 2.93)

To industry
Mean before 1.81 3.01 (1.44, 2.18)
Mean after 2.57 3.12 (2.19, 2.95)

lications for the 5-year period of time following a move
from academia-to-industry also increased.

These results may suggest that making a job trans-
formation has important effects on productivity. How-
ever, an alternative interpretation is that making a job
change is correlated when productivity rates are natu-
rally increasing. For example, it may be the case that
researchers in the early stages of their careers are more
likely to make job transformations than those in later
stages and that this is precisely the same time period
when researchers’ productivity is on the rise. Another
possibility is that transitions are themselves quality in-
dicators (those transitioning are by definition in de-
mand) and higher productivity correlates with this qual-
ity indicator.
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6. Summary of evidence about hypotheses

6.1. Similarities and differences in publication
and patent productivity analyses

Taken as a whole, the analyses of publication and
patent productivity reveal some consistent findings.
First, physical and mathematical scientists and engi-
neers have higher productivity rates than researchers
in other fields. Second, publication precocity seems to
have little effect except in cases of extremely high levels
of precocity. All of these education and human resource
variables taken together suggest long-term, or career,
productivity rates are not affected by these variables as
measured.

Third, although not statistically significant, we note
that, consistently across all of the models, having had
a postdoctoral research position is negatively related to
career productivity rates at least for those scientists and
engineers in our dataset. Fourth, there is some evidence
that researchers who made relatively high numbers of
institutional job changes have lower productivity than
those with fewer.

The major differences in publication and patent pro-
ductivity involve job and grant related variables. There
is some evidence that patent productivity is positively
related to closer connections to industry and nega-
tively related to closer connections with government.
Higher proportions of the career spent in industrial set-
tings and higher proportions of research funding from
i atent
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highly productive scholars, higher quality graduate
training, or other factors).”

There is evidence to support this hypothesis, al-
though the relationship between precocity and fu-
ture productivity appears to be weak and perhaps
influenced by several cases of extreme precocity
outliers.

The Tobit models estimate that for each additional
predoctoral publication, the publication and patent rate
increase by 0.12 and 0.02, respectively, holding all else
constant. To put this in context, the mean publication
rate was approximately four publications per year and
the mean patent rate was 0.14 for all scientists and engi-
neers in the RVM dataset. Proportionate to their means
then, the effect of precocity on patent rate was actually
estimated to be higher. The Poisson model provides
consistent results.

6.2.2. Education and training hypothesis
This hypothesis states: “Early career experiences

through postdoctoral research experiences will re-
sult in higher productivity (because they provide ed-
ucational and human resources (i.e., human capital)
building opportunities).” Across both the Tobit and
Poisson models there may be evidence to support the
notion that postdoctoral research positions may in-
hibit longer-term productivity. The Tobit and Pois-
son model coefficient estimates were negative and
moderate in size. In sum, this hypothesis is not
supported.
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The Tobit model of publication rate estimates
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for patent rate, the Tobit and Poisson models estimate
a coefficient of zero (not statistically significant).

Both models estimate a negative relationship be-
tween starting one’s career in industry or government
and productivity (both for publication and patent rate).
For publication rate, the Tobit model estimates a neg-
ative relationship with the proportion of career years
worked in industry jobs, which suggests a more tradi-
tional academic career path results in higher publica-
tion rates. Likewise, both models showed a strong pos-
itive relationship between proportion of career spent
in industry jobs and patent rates, which would be ex-
pected under the homogeny hypothesis. Finally, pub-
lication productivity is associated with more grants in
general, although the source of the grant (federal ver-
sus industry) does not seem to matter. Again, this is
expected in environments where publication produc-
tivity is prized. Overall, there is sufficient evidence to
suggest that the homogeny hypothesis is plausibly sup-
ported by the data.

6.2.4. Diversity hypothesis
The diversity hypothesis—the central hypothesis of

this paper—states: “Inter and intrasectoral changes in
jobs throughout the career will result in higher research
productivity (due to the opportunity provided to build
S&T human capital).” The primary evidence for this hy-
pothesis (and thus against the homogeny hypothesis) is
from the descriptive statistics. Higher patent rates were
associated with careers proportionally higher in indus-
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7. Conclusions and policy implications

If there is any single, overarching conclusion from
our analysis it is that academic scientists’ and engi-
neers’ research careers are quite different than charac-
terized in the research productivity literature that is a
decade or more old. This is particularly the case for
the researchers we studied, all of whom are affiliated
with university researcher centers. The wave of cen-
ter creation activity that began in the early 1980s and
continues today has resulted in markedly different aca-
demic careers and greater ties between universities and
industry.

One of the individuals most responsible for launch-
ing the wave of university researcher centers in the U.S.
is Erich Bloch, former National Science Foundation
Director and Presidential Science Advisor. In a recent
interview (Bozeman and Boardman, 2004a,b), Bloch
described the motivations behind the creation of the
NSF Engineering Research Centers program, a pro-
gram that has served as a template for the more than
300 present-day NSF university centers as well as cen-
ters developed by other government agencies and in
other nations:

The idea (of multidisciplinary collaborative research)
needed to penetrate the whole engineering community.
I thought 12 (engineering research centers) would send
a message. When I looked at NSF it was the paymas-
ter for principal investigators. I thought this was dead
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The patent rate was also associated with propor
lly higher levels of funding from industry. Thus, t
iversity hypothesis may be more relevant in explain
atent productivity as compared to publication prod

ivity.
Although the career homogeny hypothesis m

e better supported by the data analysis two
ortant findings are drawn from examining the d
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At least within the domain of university resea
enters, there does, indeed, seem to be conside
ies and these are reflected not only in more pas
ays but also through changes in careers. It is fa
ay that there is now a revolving door between in
ry and university research jobs. Our data provide s
reliminary evidence of the rate at which the door
olves. On average, nearly one in six of our resp
ents’ total jobs positions were industry jobs and

n eight of their career years were spent in industry j
pproximately half had one or more jobs in indus
ne-quarter had worked for government. And, ne
alf began their careers in non-academic jobs—fo
ercent the first job was in industry and for 15 perc
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the first job was government. An average of 24 percent
of the grants awarded to researchers in the RVM dataset
came from industry. While our data are representative
of university centers, not all of academe, it is still sur-
prising to us that academic and industry careers have
melded to such a large extent.

One finding that is particularly at odds with the con-
ventional ivory tower model is 20 percent of our respon-
dents took their first academic job 5 or more years into
their career. In the past, the conventional wisdom was
that a first job in industry all but foreclosed an academic
career. Perhaps what has changed, however, is the na-
ture of “an academic career,” with increasing emphasis
on industry relations, applications and technology de-
velopment in addition to the conventional formula of
publish-for-tenure.

If, indeed, academic careers have changed funda-
mentally, in university centers and perhaps elsewhere,
it is doubly important to understand that the formula for
publication productivity may be quite different from
the one for patenting productivity. Not surprisingly,
those scientists who have spent a substantial percent-
age of their career in industry jobs have more funding
from industry and a higher rate of patent productivity.
This may be due, at least in part, to the trust and social
capital required for commercial activity (Daellenbach
and Davenport, 2004). In contrast, a higher proportion
of the career spent in industry is negatively related to
publication productivity. Just as important, and espe-
cially policy relevant, the source of grants affects the
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policymakers seek to encourage flexible scientific ca-
reers and university–industry ties, it is crucial to sort out
the effects of collaborative work and career transitions
on productivity. Our results suggest that the impacts
of intersectoral career transitions are complex. As dis-
cussed above, job transformations lead to publications
productivity boosts not only when the transformation is
from industry-to-academia but also from academic-to-
industry. Why? It is easy to see why moving from an
industry position to an academic one would increase
publications, but why does a move from academia,
generally publications-dominated, to industry has the
same positive effect? We advanced many possibilities,
including various methodological artifacts such as se-
lection effects and time lag effects. Nevertheless, this
is worth further explanation and, moreover, seems to
support the nature of accumulating S&T human capital
in multiple settings.

Regarding S&T human capital and public policy,
perhaps our most disturbing finding is the negative
impact of postdoctoral positions on productivity. This
is worrisome not only because of the proliferation of
postdoctoral positions, including serial postdocs, but
also because some public policies actively promote
postdocs through traineeships and other programs. Our
findings show that those with no postdoctoral job had
a patent rate more than five times those who had post-
doctoral jobs. Regarding publications, those with no
postdoctoral job averaged 3.6 publications per year
compared to 3.2 publications per year for those with
o ost-
d
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ype of productivity. Those with government gra
ave higher publications productivity but governm
rants are actually negative for patenting. Simila

hose with industry grants have higher patenting r
ut lower publications rates. The fact that basic g
nd contract sources do not complement one an
ay be a significant policy issue.
Some public policies promote movement back

orth between industry and universities and others
ote active collaboration or personnel exchange,
s the NSF Grant Opportunities for Academic L
on with Industry (GOALI) program. From a poli
erspective, it is often assumed that the job excha
nd transitions are useful. But most of the literatur
esearch productivity either assumes or demonst
egative effects on productivity. Moreover, many in

utional barriers remain to university scientists’ wo
ng effectively with industry (Hall et al., 2001). But as
ne postdoc and 2.7 for those with more than one p
octoral job.

It is not easy to sort out either the causality or
olicy implications of these findings. Among the ma
ossibilities: (1) postdoctoral positions really have
ome exploitative and are chiefly a low wage me
f advancing senior scientists’ agendas; (2) one p
oc position may be useful but the point of dimini

ng return occurs before a second one; (3) the m
alented researchers are the ones who immediate
eive and take offers from permanent or tenure t
ositions; (4) there may be a correlation between

ng a postdocs and discrimination against women
oreign nationals; (5) the general finding may m
ery important field effects (though a level of aggre
ion below that we examined here). The basic p
s that the negative relation in the RVM datase
oth publications and patenting productivity to hav
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a postdoctoral position is worrisome, especially so be-
cause the percentage of persons entering postdocs con-
tinues to increase. For example, in 1973 only 27 per-
cent of the people earning biomedical Ph.D.’s went into
postdoctoral positions, but by 1995 the proportion had
risen to 63 percent (Monastersky, 2004). Now that in
some fields most researchers have a postdoctoral re-
search position in their careers it seems imperative to
know more about why that experience seems to dampen
productivity.

Finally, if government policy chooses to focus on the
commercial productivity of academic institutions, as
seems to be the policy trend, then there is reason to be-
lieve that the solution may be human capital in nature.
The hiring of researchers with industrial job experience
and, perhaps, visiting positions and exchanges with
industry may be a productive means of boosting the
commercially relevant innovation of universities. The
GOALI program, to encourage academic researchers
to take sabbaticals in industrial research jobs and vice
versa, and similar programs that can be found at De-
partment of Energy and the Department of Commerce
agencies, warrant evaluation in relation to the career
diversity findings we present.

The question implicit in the title to our paper is
“What are the S&T human capital implications of aca-
demic careers that include industry working experi-
ence?” Our results suggest important effects, some-
times profound ones. The revolutions of the revolving
career door warrant close watching.
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We are also indebted to Albert Link for his valuable
comments and suggestions.
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